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This is Crunk music at it's finest.Trunk rattling bass + pimped out lyrics = One free movie  hot album 13

MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Southern Style, HIP HOP/RAP: Hip Hop Details: High Rolla Records  Films is

proud to announce the release of the brand new CD  Movie from southern rap group, Tha C.I.A. The disc

entitled, "M.O.B." (Money Over B*tches) is hard hitting from beginning to end, featuring Down South

hip-hop at it's finest. The group drops hot verses, catchy hooks, rowdy chants  trunk rattling bass making

it clear that the South's reign won't be ending anytime soon. C.I.A. (Cash In Abundance) consist of

childhood friends Diamond K  Jai Roc. While their latest single "Scally Wag" b/w "Out My Way" gets clubs

crunk, C.I.A. is not limiting themselves to just typical crunk music. The duo gets mellow on songs like

("Let's Ride") and even social at times ("Street Life") not to mention dropping party cuts like ("Dance Like

A Freak"). "We wanted to give fans a throwback to the days when you could just throw on a CD and let it

play all the way through. No guest features. Just 100 C.I.A." says Diamond K. Judging the responses

from their popular Cash In Abundance mix tapes and the album' s first single "We Run Dis" the group is

on their way. With performances scheduled Dallas, Houston  Atlanta, C.I.A. show no signs of slowing

down. "C.I.A. is a movement dog.. and we doing it one hood at a time!" says Jai Roc. While Tha C.I.A. is

completely comfortable in the recording studio, the group shows even more diversity with the movie

"Money Over B**ches". Giving fans more bang for their buck, a limited edition DVD comes FREE with the

album. Starring C.I.A. members : Jai Roc  Diamond K; "Money Over B**ches" DVD features the true story

of a man that puts women before making money. Special features include "We Run Dis" music video. For

interviews or bookings contact: Dwayne (404) 454-6975, drdiamondk@yahoo.com
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